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Migros strengthens the circular economy by buying shares in Revendo

Zurich, 24 January 2023 – Sparrow Ventures, the venture builder and venture capital
provider of the Migros-Group, invests in the Swiss start-up Revendo. Within a decade, the
new company managed to build up a flourishing business and to position itself as the
number-one provider in Switzerland for used electronic devices. An online shop, ten stores
of its own and 140 employees are evidence of the company’s successful track record.
Migros believes in the potential of sustainable circular business models, and with the
purchase of Revendo shares, is setting an example with regard to the circular economy.

With its upcycling concept, Revendo is striving to extend the service lives of computers and

smartphones and to thereby reduce electrical waste and waste of resources. The young

Basel-based company has made it its mission to buy used electronic devices from companies and

individuals and to upcycle  these for further use. The devices are fitted with spare parts or repaired

as required before being sold on. All data on the devices is completely and professionally deleted

before the devices are sold.

Revendo was founded in 2013 by entrepreneurs Aurel Greiner and Laurens Mackay. Laurenz Ginat

joined the business a few later. Today, Aurel Greiner and Laurenz Ginat run the company as owners.

Demand for second-hand goods is on the rise, with increasing numbers of people deciding to buy

used devices rather than new ones for environmental or financial reasons. The team has grown as

business increased. Revendo now employs 140 people, the majority of whom are technicians. For

distribution, the start-up uses a multi-channel approach and in addition to the online shop, has ten

stores of its own in the Swiss cities of Basel, Zurich, Bern, Biel, St. Gallen, Lucerne and Winterthur

as well as in the Austrian capital Vienna.

Strategic fit
“Revendo has made a significant contribution to the positive development of the circular economy

over the last ten years, and is now the leading provider of second-hand consumer electronics in

Switzerland”, says Lorenz Lüchinger, CEO of Sparrow Ventures, highlighting the reasons behind the

decision to buy shares in Revendo. “Revendo isn’t just in touch with the latest trends, it's also a

fantastic fit for Migros’ Group strategy. Following the successful market launch of our Yuno venture in

2022, we are now continuing with our commitment to innovative and sustainable circular business

models. I’m really pleased to be working with the team at Revendo.”

Working together with a pioneering spirit
At Revendo, there is a feeling of excitement about the new co-owner: “With a partner like Migros at



our side, we are delighted to be able to use the major synergies in order to make the Revendo brand

even more well-known and successful”, says Aurel Greiner, Co-Founder and Managing Director of

Revendo. “Together we can focus even more strongly on the issue of resource scarcity and motivate

people to care for the environment by changing their consumption behavior”.

Expansion of the range
With its stake in Revendo, Migros is continuing to pursue advancements in the second-hand-goods

trade. The company has set itself the target of further strengthening the circular economy in the

future and of continuing to expand its portfolio. Second-hand services such as those offered by

Revendo or rental concepts such as those offered by Yuno are intended to expand the existing

service range and to provide customers with even greater choice.

About Sparrow Ventures
Sparrow Ventures is a venture builder and venture capital provider based in Zurich. With a unique organizational structure

and an experienced, interdisciplinary team of specialists, Sparrow Ventures focuses on supporting and funding young
companies in a variety of relevant sectors, especially food and beverage, last mile, fintech, digital health, sustainability and
circular economy, commerce and shopping, as well as, as a new addition, travel. Sparrow Ventures is an independent
subsidiary of the Migros Group. sparrow-ventures.com

About Revendo
The company Revendo was founded by three friends in Switzerland in 2013 in order to solve a growing problem: more
and more smartphones and computers are going into landfill or gathering dust in a drawer despite still being operational.
Revendo buys used devices from companies and individuals, repairs or professionally reprocesses them and then sells
them on at a fair price. The concept has been a success: ten years after its foundation, Revendo already has over 140
employees and ten stores. Revendo has always remained true to the principles of upcyling and reuse. www.revendo.ch

http://www.sparrow-ventures.com
http://www.revendo.ch

